
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

In Human Resources, similarly to what is 

already done in other system processes, 

it is now possible in the Employee 

Register to include “Additional 

Information”, and allow the user to 

include the additional data in the 

employee data sheet. 

 

In the invoicing, there was added a new 

filter “Currency zones” which shows 

different currency zones set in the 

system and with active status. This way, 

it is possible to filter customers by 

currency zone in order to invoice 

separately by zone. 

 

Quality Control for Mobile warehouses 

using Tablets. It is now possible to use 

Tablets in the quality control feature, just 

as in production data collection. 

 

Pallet height in the Pallet List registration 

Optimisation allows the registration of 

pallet height, after finishing the 

palletizing process of articles for later 

delivery and presentation of this 

information in the shipping process. 

Printing house ERBI from Lodz implements integrated 

management system for packaging printing MIS|ERP Sistrade.  

ERBI is one of the leading packaging printers on the Polish 

market. The company specializes in the manufacture of cartons 

for the pharmaceutical industry. More than twenty years of 

experience and the recent investment in the latest technology 

strengthen ERBI position as a manufacturer of pharmaceutical 

packaging. 

Ensure efficient management and planning of your company’s 

projects with Sistrade® Project Management 

Sistrade offers you OPPM - One Page Project Manager that is a 

simplified project management tool, where for each selected and 

previously inserted in the system project, you can have access to 

deadlines, objectives, forecasted time, actual time, available time and 

many other details in a Gantt Chart presentation. 

Printing and packaging companies participated in 

Roadshow Spain, organised by SISTRADE, which took 

place in Portugal, December 01-03. 

Printing and packaging companies during Roadshow 

España in Portugal: CALIDAD GRAFICA; ARTENVAS; 

CARTONAJES VIR; GRAFOPACK who visited 

Portuguese companies such as IDEAL Artes Gráficas, 

Symington, Olegário Fernandes and Lisgráfica 
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All Sistrade features are available 

on a Tablet! It's simple, but at the 

same time powerful. From 

estimates, to deliveries, you can 

plan the activities, CRM, manage 

materials, invoice and many other 

features of the ERP or MIS 

Sistrade using a simple Tablet! It's 

so simple and easy to use. That's 

why you will love it! 
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FOLLOW US: 

SISTRADE is an international information systems 

engineering and consulting company, with offices and 

branches in various countries. During 15 years of its 

activity, SISTRADE has always bet on software for vertical 

markets, and currently has customers in more than 20 

countries on 4 continents. SISTRADE is a company 

certified in ISO 9001 and NP 4457 standards (Quality and 

innovation).  

For more information visit our website www.sistrade.com. 

 

http://www.sistrade.com/es/home.htm
https://www.facebook.com/SistradeSoftwareConsulting
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sistrade?trk=top_nav_home
callto://Sistrade/
https://twitter.com/SISTRADE
https://www.youtube.com/user/Sistrade10
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